Nepal Culture Tour
Facts
Destination: Nepal
Trip Difficulty: Easy
Transport: Private Vehicle
Food: Breakfast+Lunch+Dinner
Accommodation: 3 Star (or greater) Hotel
Group Size: 02-12
Max Elevation: 1500m
Nepal Culture Tour nature tour takes you to exotic, UNESCO-listed temples and sights in
the Kathmandu Valley, as well the wildlife refuge of Chitwan National Park, Lumbini (the
birthplace of Lord Buddha) and the scenic area of Bandipur. Culture Tour is a great designed
tour to take you some of the most renowned tourist destinations. This tour is what many
travelers demand and Nepal Hiking Trek arranges this tour with the perfect itinerary. It is a
mixed trip of cultural exploration and nature lovers following your dream to spend an exciting
Nepal tour holidays.
The Nepal Culture Tour lets you a shining occasion to discover the medieval mystical
richness in the Kathmandu valley. The Pashupatinath temple (dedicated to Lord Shiva),
Boudhanath Stupa, Swayambhunath, and Kathmandu Durbar Square are some of the
popular travel sites. Then you drive to the Chitwan National Park to get the entertainment of
elephant back jungle safari, Jungle walk, boating, bird watching, Tharu cultural program, and
various programs. It is the most visited national park in Nepal. Driving to Lumbini, you can
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think about rolling around the birthplace of Lord Buddha and the cultural prosperity of the
Lumbini. Monasteries of different countries, Mayadevi temple, Ashoka pillar, and museums
are all things to see and get the fascinations. Bandipur is the last destination of the trip, which
is between Kathmandu and Pokhara. Mostly, people who love the less touristic area with
breathtaking scenery love to visit this place.
For the perfect Tourist Choice and Nepal Culture Tour arrangement, feel free to contact us.
We also organize the tour on your customization with your suitable itinerary.

Day to Day Itinerary
Day 01: Arrival at Kathmandu.
Day 02: Kathamndu City tour.
Day 03: Drive to Chitwan National Park.
Day 04: Chitwan National Park.
Day 05: Drive to Lumbini.
Day 06: Lumbini Sightseeing.
Day 07: Drive to Bandipur, sightseeing.
Day 08: Drive back to Kathmandu, farewell dinner.
Day 09: Departure.

Cost Includes
Airport pick-up and drop-off by private car/van/bus.
All nights accommodation in a 3-star (***) hotel in Kathmandu with the BB plan.
All land transportation by private car/van/bus.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner during the tour.
All entry fees during the tour.
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Tour guide and his accommodation and food.

Cost Excludes
International flight tickets.
Travel insurance.
Nepal entry visa.
Cold drinks, snacks, and personal equipment.
Tips for guide and driver.
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